




 Subscription-based streaming service that allows our members to watch
TV shows and movies without commercials on an internet-connected
device.

 Its content varies by region and may change over time.

People can watch from a wide variety of award-winning Netflix Originals,
TV shows, movies, documentaries, and more through any internet-
connected device that offers the Netflix app.



Marc Randolph and Reed
Hastings founded the DVD-by-
mail service in 1997 as a
challenge to Blockbuster Video.
(Hastings said he got the idea
after being hit with a $40 late
fee from Blockbuster for failing
to return his copy of Apollo 13,
which was overdue by about a
month.) The company launched
its streaming service in 2007,
placing a big (and eventually
winning) bet on the popularity of
accessing entertainment content
via subscriptions over the
internet.





- Netflix founded in Scotts Valley, California by Marc Randolph and

Reed Hastings, who previously had worked together at Pure Software.

– Began offering online subscribers through the internet that allow

subscribers to choose movie and television titles in the form of DVDs.

– Launched $1 million Netflix Prize contest to see if anyone could

improve by 10% of its recommendation system, that later on was

awarded to the team of BellKor’s Pragmatic Chaos.

– Netflix offers subscribers an option to stream unlimited to some

movies and television shows through the Internet. They partnered with

Video game consoles and Blu-ray Disc players to stream in their devices
through the internet.



– Introduced a streaming online plan that offered unlimited streaming

service. It expanded beyond the United States. Netflix faced controversies

because of the level of nudity, violence, sexually explicit scenes and suicidal

contents (13 Reasons Why). “

– Netflix presented the episodic series House of Cards and offered video

content produced particularly for its streaming service. It became a major

focus of Netflix.

– Its streaming service became available to 190 countries.

- Offered an estimated number of 1000 original titles (Unbreakable

Kimmy Schmidt, Stranger Things, Narcos and The Crown). Produced the movie,

Roma (2018), which won three (3) Academy Awards, including the best foreign
Language Film.





1. Visit netflix.com/signup.

2. Choose the plan that’s right for you.

3. Create an account by entering your email address and
creating a password.

4. Enter a payment method. As a Netflix member, you are
charged once a month on the date you signed up.



 The video demand streaming service of Netflix which was formerly
branded as “Watch now”, allows the subscribers to now stream TV
series and films via its website whether it be on personal PC, or its
supported software platforms which includes smartphones, tablets,
digital media player, as well as video game consoles and smart TV’s.

 The Subscription plan for HD historically cost US$ 7.99 which was back
then in April 2014. However, Netflix announced that it would raise the
price of the given plan to $ 9.99 for the new subscribers. Unfortunately, the
existing customers would only be under this price until May 2016, in which
they could downgrade to the SD tier at the same price or pay higher fee for
continued access for High-Definition quality.



Who’s Watching?


